Abstract. Web services are hot. To make them workable in practice, however, is not easy. Often, successful implementations of Web services warrant that various applications on heterogeneous platforms participating in a service communicate correctly and effectively. But achieving seamless interoperability among participating entities in a Web service can be tricky. Despite the advances made by standards bodies like Web Services Interoperability Organization, many architectural and implementation level mismatches remain to be tackled. These mismatches stem mainly from the differences in the way various commercial and open-source Web services toolkits implement the core Web services protocols. In this paper, we look at the problems arising for accessing enterprise Java beans exposed through open source Apache SOAP server from Microsoft clients and suggest workarounds to achieve end-to-end interoperability. We demonstrate our approach through a toy application.
Introduction
A major selling proposition for Web services is its promise for interoperability. In theory, Web services should allow any client to invoke any service over HTTP and XML wire protocols. This feature sets it apart from many other frameworks for distributed computing such as DCOM, which require a single almost homogeneous environment for successful end-to-end deployment. Though some distributed computing environments like CORBA provide interoperability between different operating systems, languages and implementations, application interoperability over the Web could not be realized with them. Web services envision a "publish-find-bind" scenario where services are published with a broker and the clients discover and bind to the services they need on the fly to create an environment of flexible workflows over the Web regardless of the language in which the services are implemented, and platforms on which they are running. To enable this, members of standard making bodies like W3 consortium and UDDI community have drafted vendor neutral open 1 Corresponding author standards of the core Web services protocols like Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [1] , Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [2] , and Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [3] . For the purpose of messaging and service description, these protocols depend on basic schema like XML Schema 1.0 [4] .
In reality, however, interoperability is proving to be one of the major stumbling blocks for adopting Web services in the enterprise. The main culprit is the proliferation of "me too" solution stacks and toolkits based on open and non-specific nature of the standards which often result is mutual inconsistent implementations and schema. The proliferation of implementation variations has prompted many vendors to join hands together to float an industry wide body called Web services Interoperability Organization [5] to address this issue at a level above implementation typicality. There are also reports of developer community efforts like SOAPBuilders Interoperability Labs -an organization chartered with identifying interoperability problems, fixing them through consensus, and ensuring vendor compliance through tests. While initiatives by standard bodies and industry are steps in the correct direction, the current state-of-the-art provides too little support for the practitioners to implement Web services using components from multiple platforms and software development toolkits (SDK).
In this paper, we study interoperability issues between two main Web services platforms, namely, SOAP toolkit from Microsoft Web services environment [6] and Apache foundation's open-source SOAP toolkit [7] , in which IBM is the main contributor. In particular, we investigate the incompatibility between the XML encoding classes, and inconsistent support for WSDL standard between two platforms. We also study how two applications running in these two disparate platforms can be engaged in a stateful conversation over SOAP. To study these issues, we have built a toy Web services scenario where a minimal set of banking services, running on a Java-based server, are accessed from Microsoft application-based clients. The services are implemented as Enterprise Java beans (EJB) [8] and clients are coded in Visual Basic.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we introduce a toy banking example, its main components and their composition. In Section 3, we illustrate the building blocks of a basic SOAP service framework. Exposing EJB as SOAP services in Apache toolkit, a non-trivial task, is explained in brief in Section 4. Section 5 describes interoperability issues with Microsoft SOAP. We conclude the article in Section 6 by outlining the key learning from this exercise and future work.
Example of a Banking Web Service
Consider a scenario where a large bank is revamping its existing infrastructure. Suppose some of the Automated Teller Machines (ATM) supported by Microsoft platforms n ow n eed to be connected to a central server running Java b ased applications in Unix. Rather than rewriting the client or server applications, it may be cost effective to connect the existing applications as Web services. The minimal and simplified set of services provided to the ATM clients are opening or closing a checking or savings account, inquiring the balance the from checking / savings account, transactions like withdrawal from and deposit into an account and transfer of money between the checking and the savings accounts and vice-versa. The services are implemented as Enterprise Java beans. The operations of creation and deletion of an account and inquiring the balance of an account is handled by ATMAccount bean and all other account transactions are handled by ATMService bean. Since creation and deletion of an account is one time request-response operation, the ATMAccount bean is implemented as a stateless session bean. The ATMService bean, on the other hand, is implemented as a stateful session bean due to the types of operations it supports. For example, withdrawal of money from a certain account will involve two round trips to the same bean instance -one for checking the balance in a particular account and the other for actually performing the withdrawal and it is essential to maintain conversational state between the trips both at the client and the server. 
Building Blocks of SOAP Services
A SOAP service framework consists of one or more clients, one or more service classes, and SOAP servers to process and delegate the requests and responses. The principal constituents of a S O A P f r a m e w o r k h a ving Apache S O A P server a n d Microsoft client are Call object. It is a client-side object used to send SOAP requests to the server via HTTP. The client uses the call object to format the SOAP envelope by supplying the service Universal Resource Indicator (URI), method name, parameters etc. We will not dwell on the anatomy of a SOAP envelope here. This can be obtained from [6] and [7] .
ServiceManager object. It provides interfaces for deploying, un-deploying, and accessing SOAP services. It attaches to a ConfigManager, which provides the actual mechanisms f o r storing s e r v ice information i n t h e form of DeploymentDescriptor instances. The ServiceManager is queried by the servlet to get service deployment descriptors. RPCRouterServlet object. It receives the HTTP request from the client, and extracts the Call object from the request object. It then locates the service's deployment d e scriptor from ServiceManager, creates a n i n s t ance of t h e a ppropriate provider class, and invokes the service. ConfigManager object. This provides storage for DeploymentDescriptors and the servlet context and is accessed via the ServiceManager. DeploymentDescriptor object. It provides information about the specifics of a particular service, including the scope, the service class, the type of class (Java, script, and so on), as well as utilities for parsing from and writing to XML.
Provider classes including RPCJavaProvider, StatefulEJBProvider, and others.
The Provider interface has two methods -locate is used to acquire the correct instance of the service class, and invoke is used to execute the service and return a response.
Service administration in Apache SOAP is through the SOAP Admin tool that defines the service by a unique URI and provides a list of method names, as well as a service class. Using the information supplied by the administrator, the SOAP server generates and stores (in the ConfigManager) a DeploymentDescriptor instance for the service. The Call object is configured by entering the service URI, method name, parameters, and the like, then an HTTP request (with an XML message) is made to the SOAP server. Figure 1 depicts how the appropriate DeploymentDescriptor is retrieved based on the URI provided, and is used to create an instance of the desired Provider class, which then services the request.
An actual Web service would of course not be invoked as mere SOAP methods. Rather, it will be exposed in terms of WSDL binding. WSDL ports will be the endpoints of the service and the service will be specified in terms of <port type> and <operation> tags. The service details need to be discovered from the UDDI registry or through some inspection mechanism. However, to simplify matters, we assume that client knows the service end-points, i.e., the server where the service is hosted, the corresponding methods and the method parameters.
Exposing EJB as Services
EJB-based SOAP services require EJBs to be exposed properly as service end-points on the SOAP server. Additionally, both stateless and stateful bean sessions should run flawlessly as services. Unfortunately, both are cumbersome in current version of Apache SOAP server. Presently the EJB services must be deployed as user-defined service Providers (like StatefulEJBProvider), rather than having a specific category for deployment. This entails manually providing all the information required to successfully expose the service, including the specific provider class implementation, as well as encoding a series of options, such as JNDIName, FullHomeInterfaceName, and the like, with the correct key/value pairs. To avoid such a convoluted procedure, we have modified the portions of Apache SOAP server code. As the article focuses mainly on achieving interoperability, we will only mention the modifications done briefly.
Fig. 1. Two clients look up for different deployment descriptors
Easier deployment of EJBs as SOAP services was effected through three simple steps. First of all, we have modified the DeploymentDescriptor class to include provider classes for different types of session and entity beans. This called for adding constants for depicting types of provider classes in the DeploymentDescriptor and mapping proper class strings to these constants. Next, we changed the RPCRouterServlet class to enable it to select of proper EJB provider classes. Finally, the code of SOAP administrative tool was changed to allow explicit deployment of EJBs.
Maintaining stateful session with the EJB services, however, is trickier. Maintaining states across service calls requires the context information be saved at some point, preferably at the server. In Apache SOAP server the context information is saved in FullTargetURI object. In case of EJB, the context object refers to the EJB handle. Any attempt to serialize and deserialize this object for a stateful session bean fails where container is other than IBM Web Sphere (in our case, JBoss). This is because the Apache code, by default, presumes Websphere as EJB container and initializes the context accordingly for each invocation. To avoid losing context information, we implemented a simple workaround. Instead of directly serializing and deserializing the EJB handle to access the service object, we stored the objects in a hash table in the ServiceManager, using the serialized handles as keys. From the client's perspective, the process of maintaining a stateful session remains the same. This problem never manifested when running stateless sessions, as there is no requirement for context serialization. Figure 2 traces a SOAP service execution in the Apache SOAP server and highlights the modification done for deployment of EJB and stateful service access.
Fig. 2. Changes made to Apache SOAP toolkit

Interoperability with Microsoft SOAP 2.0
As both the Microsoft and Apache open-source platforms promise support for SOAP 1.1 protocol, the service invocation should be easy -in theory, at least. For example, to get the balance of a checking account, all the client needs to do is to wrap the GetBalance method (code sample 1) in a SOAP call, send it across to the proper service end-point, which is the GetBalance method of ATMService bean instance (code sample 2) and get the response. Unfortunately, even this simple invocation fails. Let us investigate the causes for this failure.
XML Schema Incompatibility
The first hurdle comes from incompatibility between Microsoft and Apache SOAP encoding schema. The problems of incompatibility range from minor issues involving syntax to more fundamental issues of API design. Microsoft provides two APIs for wrapping a method call in SOAP--a high-level API that provides automation, and a low-level one that it encapsulates. The client-side high-level API consists of SOAPClient, which e n capsulates a l arge number of other classes and provides complete functionality as a client to a SOAP service. The client-side low-level API consists of a variety of classes each of which carry out small portions of the service invocation. The most important of these APIs are
SOAPConnector. This provides the actual connection to the server, through which the SOAP message can be transmitted.
SOAPSerializer. An implementation of HTTPSerializer, this class allows the client to manually (with a number of helper functions) encode the SOAP XML envelope and then transmit it through the SOAPConnector object.
SOAPReader. This parses a SOAP message into a document object model, allowing clients to read specific elements of the message. The SOAP request, by default, does not provide explicit typing information for the variables in the SOAP envelope. Thus, the sample code generates XML (code sample 3) that provides no specific information on how it is to be decoded. Apache SOAP, meanwhile, requires explicit typing of all parameters. It is thus necessary to provide this information, as well as the schemas for the variable types. The envelope encoding should reflect this with the appropriate type attributes entered for each v a riable. This p r o v i d e s t h e necessary s c h e ma information, a s w ell as explicitly typing for each v a riable. On the other hand, a s t h e server response contained fully typed XML, there is no need to rewrite any of the server code to get the service working. The Apache SOAP server processes the resulting XML without error. The explicit typing of attributes and parameters in the call object are shown in code sample 4. The same problem appears when one uses the high level API. However, there is no way to explicitly enter the variable types into the SOAP envelope using the high level API. The workaround in the case involves editing the WSDL file. If all variable types are set to "xsd:anyType", the Microsoft SOAP client provides the necessary typing information in the envelope. This proves to be fairly convenient in that both the client and server code are entirely unchanged. Connector.BeginMessage Serializer.startEnvelope Serializer.SoapAttribute "xmlns:xsi", , "http://www.w3.org/1999/XMLSchema-instance", "" Serializer.SoapAttribute "xmlns:xsd", , "http://www.w3.org/1999/XMLSchema", "" Serializer.startBody Serializer.startElement "GetBalance", Method_NS, "STANDARD", "" Serializer.startElement "id" Serializer.SoapAttribute "xsi:type", , "xsd:string", "" Serializer.writeString userID Serializer.endElement Serializer.startElement "account" Serializer.SoapAttribute "xsi:type", , "xsd:string", "" Serializer.writeString accnt … Connector.EndMessage … Code sample 4: Explicit typing of XML request
Session Scoping with Microsoft Clients
Now that we have established communication between the Visual Basic client and Apache SOAP server, the next issue to tackle is that of maintaining the service scope. For example, suppose the client wishes to check her account balance and transfer some amount from her saving to checking account. For this the ATMClient has to establish a stateful conversation with ATMService bean instance. Unfortunately, this experiment also ends abruptly due to lack of inherent support for stateful conversation on part of Microsoft SOAP.
There are three levels of scope/persistence supported by the Apache SOAP toolkit, which can be used to configure the services operating on the server. These are Request. Every time the client requests the use of a service, a new instance of the service object is generated. Session. Multiple requests from the same client will be processed by the same instance of the service object. For the purpose of this discussion, a client can be defined as a single Call object with a constant target service end-point (in terms of URI). All calls made by this Call object will be processed by the same instance of the service object--the SOAP server can process requests from other clients and still maintain the state of any given session-scoped service.
Application. The same instance of the service object will service client requests as long as the server is operational. This means that multiple Call objects are possible for the same client application, as well as multiple clients can use the same instance of the service object to process requests. The SOAP server has no means of differentiating between multiple client applications and multiple Call objects within the same client.
For our purpose, the issue of p e rsistence is only co nsidered f o r session-scoped objects, i.e., a single service instance of ATMService bean is instantiated for a "client" session. W e a r e n ' t examining R e quest and A pplication s c opes b ecause the implementation is comparatively trivial. Microsoft's APIs have no built-in support for stateful services. Moreover, the Apache SOAP API is somewhat inconsistent in the way it handles persistent service objects, which makes any reasonable client-side implementation of session-scoped objects extremely difficult. We'll first examine the problems posed by the server-side inconsistencies.
The Provider classes contain most of the code that deals with object persistence. The RPCJavaProvider maintains the correct instance of the service by storing/loading the object to/from t h e current HTTPSession ( f or session s c ope) or the current ServletContext (for a p p lication s cope). This makes the persistence management theoretically largely client-independent. This setup works well when using a Java client, which makes requests using a Call object. As long as the address of the Call object r emains unchanged, the session i s m a i n t a i n ed, and session-scoped conversations a re possible. B y c o n t rast, when E J B s e rvices are deployed, the StatefulEJBProvider does not store and load the service object independently of the client. Rather, the service object stub is serialized, and the serialized string is returned to the client, who can then decide whether or not to maintain the instance of the service object. Of the two, the first requires less code on the part of the client in order to maintain a persistent session. However, the serialization method appears to be the more powerful and versatile of the two, as it allows the client more control over session length, and the like, rather than burying the service objects deep inside the system architecture (in the session/context). Additionally, by serializing the object into the response string, the state is managed almost entirely in XML code, which considerably enhances the interoperability of the system. The next major problem is in the client's layer. The storage mechanism involving referencing the service object from the HTTPSession object is useless with Visual Basic clients, as Microsoft's API HTTP tools end the session after every request and there is no way to maintain it. Additionally, there is no support at the high-level for capturing and manipulating the actual SOAP envelope, or for setting the actual target object URI. Thus, it is impossible to maintain a persistent session using the high level API. The low-level API holds considerably more promise in this regard, as it is possible to easily dissect the XML message being returned, and to explicitly set the target object URI. It is thus a reasonably simple matter to set up a session-scoped conversation using the low-level API, using a procedure similar to that used in Java clients (code sample 5). One has to extract the namespace URI from the response envelope and set the next call's method namespace to that value. The EJBProvider method of maintaining a copy of the object appears to be a better way of handling the task, especially w i t h a Microsoft client. The level of p latform i n dependence it provides is extremely valuable. To provide stateful conversations with a wider variety of SOAP services (Java classes, for example) we modified the RPCJavaProvider by reusing the method of session retrieval used by the StatefulEJBProvider. The process used to store and load the service objects is largely the same as with the EJBProvider, with the exception of the key used to reference the service objects. Instead of serializing the service class (there is no guarantee that the Java class is serializable), a unique number is generated by the provider instance and this is used to store the object in the service manager's hash ... } Code sample 6: Setting session instance Figure 3 s c h e matically r epresents t h e major modifications d o ne to the SOAP framework to attain the session management. Before modification of the framework, the HTTPSession Object would maintain the correct instance of service object for stateful sessions. Objects were maintained as long as session was not broken. Under this condition, we could not have stateful conversation with VB Clients, as session would get broken after each request. After modification, the server passes back a unique object ID that can be used to retrieve the correct instance of the service object from a hash table in the server. Now, session persistence is controlled through the SOAP message and is thus much more client-independent -VB clients can now hold stateful conversations with the Java server-side objects. 
From SOAP Services to Web Services
One of the key features of web services is having service descriptions published in a portable format easily accessible to clients on all platforms. Files written in the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) 1.1 provide this functionality. While the framework discussed so far is sufficient for exposing EJBs as SOAP-accessible services; to fully integrate them as web services effective WSDL-based access is a necessity. In theory, as with any XML-based interface, there should be no problems of interoperability. However, there are compatibility problems that must be overcome in practice.
Microsoft SOAP's high-level API depends on WSDL files to provide the necessary service information to the client. For this purpose, we have used IBM's Web Services Toolkit (WSTK) 2.3 that enables the automatic generation of WSDL files from Java classes, EJB Jars, and the like. This is a useful tool, but there are certain minor 
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problems that must be overcome before the IBM toolkit can be used to deploy services that a Microsoft client can read.
First, t h e re a re d iscrepancies between the nu mb e rs and schema of WSDL files generated in two platforms. The IBM toolkit generates two WSDL files (against Microsoft's one) -one for the interface, and one for the implementation. The files reference each other. For the WSDL to work with Microsoft's classes, one must remove the import statement or statements and copy the body of the one file into the other, creating a single WSDL file.
Second, as discussed earlier, Microsoft's API does not (by default) explicitly provide type information in the XML envelope. To correct this, parameters in the WSDL file should be typed "xsd:anyType".
Finally, the EJB 1.1 JARs deployed in JBoss container do not by default have a manifest file, as all deployment information is stored in a single descriptor. The IBM Toolkit WSDL generator, however, relies on the manifest when writing WSDL for EJB classes. The simplest method to solve this problem is to write WSDL files as if the EJB classes were Java objects. The only disadvantage to this approach is that it is necessary to have a WSDL file for each bean, which does not allow one to maintain services from multiple EJB objects under the umbrella of a single service name/URI. However, this is unlikely to be a major problem as most services can effectively be encapsulated within a single interface.
Conclusion
Interoperability p rob lems in Web services arise mainly du e to mi smatch i n th e versions of specification, in the way vendors implement the specifications and in the service semantics. In this paper, we have reported our learning from the practical obstacles to achieve end-to-end interoperability between two different Web services platforms in a toy application example of a bank ATM. The application discussed in this paper is straight forward as it does not require transformation of any complex user-defined schema, nor d o e s i t require the advance concepts of t ransaction management and security. Yet, we find that such a simple invocation across platforms is difficult to achieve. At this point, it becomes clear that while it is possible to maintain conversation between different SOAP implementations, the process involves a great deal of tinkering with the code. Many of these details are counter-intuitive and more importantly, undocumented. These factors pose a significant roadblock to potential web service/SOAP service developers. Given that in this experiment we have only considered two different SOAP implementations, it seems fair to say that the problems would be magnified for a framework of services written on a variety of the dozens of the SOAP packages in the marketplace. Additionally, many of the modifications are specifically designed to help two specific platforms communicate--a principle that requires detail knowledge of specific toolkits. Thus, it is necessary to define a set of standards around which SOAP toolkits can be designed. This way, there is a much higher chance of code written on one SDK working with others. While the specifics of such a standard are not within the scope of this article, they
